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QUESTION 1

A customer wants to increase the throughput of their inserts. They have discovered that the bottleneck is in the storage
I/Os of their environment. 

What should theydo to remove this bottleneck? 

A. Run the DBMS_CLOUD.INCREASE_THROUGHPUT procedure. 

B. Remove any non-JSON data from the database. 

C. Increase the number of OCPUs allocated to the database. 

D. Ask Support to migrate their setup to a node without noisy neighbors. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is FALSE about Autonomous Database Maintenance on dedicated Exadata infrastructure? 

A. If a scheduled container database maintenance run cannot take place, Oracle will automatically reschedule
thecontainer database maintenance for the following quarter. 

B. Autonomous Exadata Infrastructure maintenance takes place at least once each quarter and is 

mandatory. 

C. You can change your container database maintenance window or reschedule a single container database
maintenance run to ensure that your container database maintenance runs follow infrastructure maintenance within the
same quarter. 

D. Autonomous Exadata Infrastructure maintenance runs are for infrastructure patching (including patching of
theExadata grid infrastructure code and operating systems updates), and include database patching. 

Correct Answer: D 

Exadata infrastructure maintenance takes place at least once each quarter and is mandatory. 

If a scheduled container database maintenance run cannottake place (because of changes made to infrastructure
maintenance scheduling or other reasons) , Oracle will automatically reschedule the container database maintenance
for the following quarter. 

You can change your container database maintenance window or reschedule a single container database maintenance
run to ensure that your container database maintenance runs follow infrastructure maintenance within the same quarter.
Exadata infrastructure maintenance patches the Exadata infrastructure (including patching of the Exadata grid
infrastructure code and operating systems updates), and DO NOT include database patching. 

 

QUESTION 3

How do you change the tablespace quota for a user on Autonomous Database on Shared Infrastructure? 
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A. Execute alter database for user MTHEO tablespace DATA quota = 10G; 

B. Execute alter user MTHEO quota unlimited on tablespace DATA; 

C. Execute DBMS_CLOUD_ADMIN. GRANT_TABLESPACE_QOOTA (username => \\'MTHEO\\' , tablespace__quota
=> "UNLIMITED*); 

D. Execute alter tablespace DATA setquota = 10G; 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-database/adbsa/dbms- cloud-
admin.html#GUID4DC6A536-DC78-43FE-B173-CED1F9FB45A0 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is FALSE about setting up compartment quotas? 

A. Quotas set on a parent compartment override quotas set on childcompartments. 

B. Compartment quotas cannot be set on the root compartment. 

C. Compartment quotas use policies that allow allocation of resources with a high level of flexibility. 

D. You cannot manage quotas in a compartment, unless you belong to a group that has the correct permissions. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the admin of an Autonomous Database (ADB) instance, and a new developer has requested a new workspace
in APEX. 

What statement describes the step to provide the developer a newworkspace in APEX? 

A. Create an IDCS user with the APEX role. 

B. Access the APEX Administration Services and create the workspace for the developer. 

C. Create a new developer account. 

D. Create a database user with the APEX role. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/application- express/19.1/htmig/creating-workspace-andadding-Oracle-AE-
users.html#GUID- 1040F145-452A-49D4-BCF6-A80851AFFA74 Create a New Instance Administrator Login to the
INTERNAL workspace as the ADMIN user, or another existing admin user. Click the "Create User" link on the right-hand
menu. For anew admin user enter mandatory items and the following. Workspace : INTERNAL Default Schema :
APEX_180200 {or whatever the highest version is} User is an administrator: Yes Account Availability : Unlocked
Password and Confirmation Password. Require Changeof Password on First Use : Yes Click the "Create User" button. 

https://oracle-base.com/articles/misc/apex-tips-basic-apex-management 
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